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Solving the Finite Sum Training 
Problem
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General machine learning framework

Dataset: 

Parameters:

Risk functions:
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General machine learning framework

Dataset: 

Parameters:

Risk functions:

Example: 
         - regression

         - binary regression

    - multinomial regression
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Empirical risk minimization (ERM):
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General machine learning framework

Dataset: 

Parameters:

Risk functions:

Empirical risk minimization (ERM):

99 % of machine learning optimization 
problems are of this form
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Optimization of a sum of terms

Empirical risk minimization (ERM):

Can we use this sum structure?
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The Training Problem
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The Training Problem
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Gradient descent 

One iteration costs          :               
cannot scale to a large scale setting. 
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Gradient descent 

One iteration costs          :               
cannot scale to a large scale setting. 

We need a method with better scaling !
Can we progress on the training problem by looking 

at just a few samples at a time? 
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Stochastic Gradient Descent

Is it possible to design a method that 
uses only the gradient of a single data 
function         at each iteration?
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Stochastic Gradient Descent

Is it possible to design a method that 
uses only the gradient of a single data 
function         at each iteration?

Unbiased Estimate
Let j be a random index sampled from {1, …, n} selected 
uniformly at random. Then
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Stochastic Gradient Descent

Is it possible to design a method that 
uses only the gradient of a single data 
function         at each iteration?

Unbiased Estimate
Let j be a random index sampled from {1, …, n} selected 
uniformly at random. Then
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Stochastic Gradient Descent
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Intuition about SGD
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SGD: intuition

- When far from the optimum (              large), it is likely that                
 is a descent direction.
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whether            is a descent direction ? What is its 
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SGD: intuition

- When far from the optimum (              large), it is likely that                
 is a descent direction.

 

   

Question: What is a quantity that measures 
whether            is a descent direction ? What is its 
average value ? 

Answer
Scalar product:

On average: 
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SGD: intuition

- When far from the optimum (              large), it is likely that                
 is a descent direction.

 

   

- At the optimum, we do not have                          , hence it is a bad 
estimate of the gradient : it is zero on average, but it has some variance 
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SGD: intuition

- When far from the optimum (              large), it is likely that                
 is a descent direction.

 

   

- At the optimum, we do not have                          , hence it is a bad 
estimate of the gradient : it is zero on average, but it has some variance 

 

   

Question: Consider the least squares problem
                           where  
Let                         the residuals. What is the 
variance of            at the optimum? Can it be 0?
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Stochastic Gradient Descent

  Optimal point



23Convergence Strongly Convex 
and Bounded Gradient

Theorem

    



24Proof:

  Unbiased estimatorTaking expectation with respect to j

1) Show that 

2) Show that 

3) Using strong convexity, demonstrate that 

4) Show that 

Where the expectation is taken w.r.t. the whole past. Conclude.



25Stochastic Gradient Descent 
α =0.01



26Stochastic Gradient Descent 
α =0.1



27Stochastic Gradient Descent 
α =0.2



28Stochastic Gradient Descent 
α =0.5



29Stochastic Gradient Descent 
α =0.5

Q: Draw the convergence curves 
for different values of 



30Stochastic Gradient Descent 



31Stochastic Gradient Descent 
α =0.5

How can we make the 
algorithm converge?



32Stochastic Gradient Descent 
α =0.5

1) Start with 
big steps and 
end with 
smaller steps



33Stochastic Gradient Descent 
α =0.5

2) Try 
averaging the 
points

1) Start with 
big steps and 
end with 
smaller steps



34SGD with decreasing stepsize

Shrinking 
Stepsize 



35SGD with decreasing stepsize

Shrinking 
Stepsize 

What should the step-size be?



36Step sizes should be small enough

Theorem



37Step sizes should be large enough

Intuition: If step sizes are too small, the algorithm 
will stop moving before convergence. 

Question:
Consider gradient descent on                      with step sizes      . 

What is a condition for convergence to the correct limit?

   



38Step sizes should be large enough

Intuition: If step sizes are too small, the algorithm 
will stop moving before convergence. 

Question:
Consider gradient descent on                      with step sizes      . 

What is a condition for convergence to the correct limit?

   

Answer:                         , so

Condition : 



39Decreasing step-sizes

Theorem

Question: Demonstrate the theorem.
 
If we take                         what is the best value for    ?  



40SGD with shrinking stepsize  

SGD 1.0

Gradient Descent



41SGD with shrinking stepsize 

Gradient Descent

SGD

Noisy iterates. 
Take averages?



42SGD with (late start) averaging

B. T. Polyak and A. B. Juditsky,  SIAM Journal on Control 
and Optimization (1992)
Acceleration of stochastic approximation by averaging



43SGD with (late start) averaging

B. T. Polyak and A. B. Juditsky,  SIAM Journal on Control 
and Optimization (1992)
Acceleration of stochastic approximation by averaging

This is not 
efficient. How to 
make this efficient?



44Stochastic Gradient Descent 
With and without averaging

Starts slow, but 
can reach higher 
accuracy



45Stochastic Gradient Descent 
With and without averaging

Starts slow, but 
can reach higher 
accuracy

Only use 
averaging 
towards the end?



46Stochastic Gradient Descent 
Averaging the last few iterates

Averaging starts here



47Comparison GD and SGD for strongly 
convex  SGD GD

Iteration 
complexity
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51Comparison GD and SGD for strongly 
convex  SGD GD

Iteration 
complexity

Cost of an 
iteration

Total 
complexity*

What happens if n is big?What happens if    is small?
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Mini-batching

CPU / GPU parallelization : it is faster to compute ten gradients 
once than one gradient ten times 
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Mini-batching

CPU / GPU parallelization : it is faster to compute ten gradients 
once than one gradient ten times 

SGD:
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Mini-batching

CPU / GPU parallelization : it is faster to compute ten gradients 
once than one gradient ten times 

SGD:
 

Can we be more 
efficient?
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Mini-batching

CPU / GPU parallelization : it is faster to compute ten gradients 
once than one gradient ten times 

SGD:
 

Mini-batch SGD:
 

Compute gradient over a mini batch
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Mini-batching

Avantages:

- Uses parallelization
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Mini-batching

Avantages:

- Reduces variance
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Why Machine Learners Like SGD
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The statistical learning problem:
Minimize the expected loss over an unknown expectation 

Why Machine Learners like SGD

SGD can solve the 
statistical learning problem!
SGD can solve the 
statistical learning problem!

Though we solve:

We want to solve:
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The statistical learning problem:
Minimize the expected loss over an unknown expectation 

Why Machine Learners like SGD
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Train error
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Train error and test error
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